Aviation incidents are divided into the following categories depending on their consequences: a) aviation accidents; b) aviation incidents -Flight Safety Manual of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Poland, MON, SZGWP, 2004.
INTRODUCTION
The safety of flights is an essential element of aviation operations. Any negligence in this area can lead directly to a loss of human lives or serious material losses. Aviation incidents 1 damage confidence in air transportation, especially when mass media inform about aviation accidents usually characterised by a large number of casualties. The possibility of providing first aid to the injured by emergency services in such a situation depends on a number of factors, e.g. time between the accident and receiving information about it, local terrain conditions, climate, etc.
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
The solutions currently used in civilian and state aviation ensure the quickest possible help depending on the place where an accident took place and the Flight Safety Analysis indicates that aviation incidents can occur in three places: − Airports and airport operational areas; − Aerospace; − Outside airport operational areas.
Depending on the place where an aviation accident happened, appropriate services presented in Table 1 . Take responsibility for providing help to the crew and passengers. In airport operational areas 2 the responsibility for help provided to aircraft crew and passengers is held by airport management and Airport Rescue and Firefighting Services. In the aerospace the responsibility is taken by air traffic controllers, forward air controllers and airport controllers. An especially important task of rendering help to aircrafts in the air is carried out by a pair of aircrafts on duty on the Air Policing mission in the NATINANDS. 2 Airport operating area -the area of an airport and its surroundings where airport services and other units defined in PDSZ (Action Plan in Dangerous Situations) within the radius: a) 8000 m -certified airport; b) 3000 m -airport with a limited airport certification or exclusive use airports -from an airport reference point -Ordinance of the Minister of Transport, Civil Engineering and Water Management of 4 April 2013. RATOWNICTWO Air Policing is a special kind of air operations conducted by fighter aviation during peace or a crisis aiming at guarding NATO air borders inviolability, protection of people and armed forces from airstrikes and help for aircraft in danger. The pair on duty can take the following actions with reference to an aircraft in the air: − visual identification -interrogation -actions undertaken in an attempt to define the affiliation of a plane which violated aerospace or to follow a given aircraft; − intervention -actions undertaken to force the violator to accept required flight conditions. In such situations standard signals defined by ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) are used. The goal of intervention is removing the captured aircraft from the NATO controlled aerospace or forcing it to land at an indicated airport; − engagement -in the situation when the previous actions do not work, an authorised person can take a decision to use arms to the capture, hostile aircraft (violator); − other tasks -which among others encompass help in danger, assistance (help) in aircraft hijack or escorting a VIP aircraft. The pair on duty can also render help to aircrafts in the air, e.g. in the case of losing geographical orientation or inspection of external damage to an aircraft in the air so as to assess risk during emergency landing. In the case of events taking place outside the airport operating area, the crew and passengers receive help from ASAR units and other services depending on the kind of needs. Thanks to agreements it is possible to use: Fire Brigades, Border Guards, Police, The issues related to the equipment of rescue teams were discussed as well along with cooperation between the rescue services of cooperating states. The requirements relates to providing necessary information to these services were included as well.
The Aviation Law Act is a document regulating the organisation of ASAR service. Art. 140a. refers to search and rescue of aircrafts in danger, rendering help to the crew and passengers of aircrafts and other victims of aviation incidents regardless of their national affiliation. According to this article these tasks fall in the scope of activity of aviation search and rescue services, later referred to as "ASAR service 3 ".
In the further part of the act, item 2 and 3 one can read that: Item 2. The ASAR service ensures search and rescue services for all aircrafts in the Polish airspace and acts on land in the search and rescue area corresponding with the borders of the airspace information area.
Item 3. ASAR service responsibilities encompass actions related to searching a defined area for the purpose of establishing the location of an aircraft and victims of an aviation incident, establishing their condition and undertaking rescue activities at the location of the incident, later referred to as "search and rescue actions", retaining the rights of the Maritime Search and Rescue Service (SAR) and other specialised rescue services.
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THE SEARCH AND RESCUE SERVICE ON LAND IN THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND
In Poland the system of aviation search and rescue is a part of the structures of the Ministry of National Defence. The reasons for such organisational structure are historical, however, a change would require heavy expenditures. The Aviation Law Act is explicit in this respect and designates the minister of transport to organise and perform these tasks. By all appearances, sooner or later some elements of this system will function as civil-military organs 4 .
In accordance with the above, Art. 140a, item 5 reads:
The ASAR service encompasses the following units: Forces command organs. Executive units are designated elements of the armed Forces, including active-duty troops in the system 6 .
The structure of ASAR is presented in the figure below.
Aeronautical Rescue Coordination Centre (ARCC) is located in the Component Command -Centre for Aeronautical Operations in Warsaw. It is a superior element for the forces and facilities of this system, this is why most of the above mentioned system tasks is conducted by this centre. This is also the command organ in case of rescue signal emission and starting and conducting a rescue action. Should there be any complications during a rescue action, on the basis of signed agreements, the centre can receive support from the National Centre for Coordination of Rescue Operations and Civil Protection, National Headquarters of the State Fire Service, National Headquarters of the Military Gendarmerie, Police National Headquarters, National Headquarters of the Border Guards, Polish Medical Air Rescue, civilian and military airports, aero clubs, active landing strips, Active Duty Services, operating and active-duty military services and RCC of neighbouring states.
The organisational structure of the centre is presented in the figure below. The dislocation of SRTs with SAR elements in sea areas and the tactical operation radius of helicopters are presented in the figure below. In the case of an aviation incident in a region outside the tactical operation radius of rescue helicopters OKPiRL co- 7 Conference, Medical rescue and rendering of medical aid from the air in the state security system, Dęblin 14-15.05.2014, Presentation 2. SRT Mińsk Mazowiecki. -This copy is for personal use only -distribution prohibited.
STRUKTURA SYSTEMU ASAR Z UWZGLĘDNIENIEM OKP i RL (OKP i RL Ośrodek Koordynacji Poszukiwań i Ratownictwa Lotniczego)
operates with such institutions as: State Fire Service, Military Gendarmerie, Police, Border Guards, Helicopter Emergency Rescue Service. 
Missions conducted by the Search and Rescue System are divided into:
Search and rescue missions: a. Missions above land: − searching for missing aircrafts with no radio communication; − searching for aircrafts which reported a fault and had to conduct emergency landing / crashed but maintained radio communication; b. Missions above water bodies and inland waters:
− searching for missing aircrafts with no radio communication; − searching for aircrafts which reported a fault and had to conduct emergency landing / crashed but maintained radio communication.
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Case with coupling links and tie-down straps Search and rescue missions:
Rescue missions above land: − searching for missing aircrafts with no radio communication, taking victims and survivors aboard, rendering medical aid to them; − searching for aircrafts which reported a fault and had to conduct emergency landing / crashed but maintained radio communication, taking victims and survivors aboard, rendering medical aid to them. − Rescue missions above water bodies and inland waters: − searching for missing aircrafts with no radio communication, taking victims and survivors aboard, rendering medical aid to them; − searching for aircrafts which reported a fault and had to conduct emergency landing / crashed but maintained radio communication, taking victims and survivors aboard, rendering medical aid to them.
Each of the above mentioned missions can take place during the day and in the night, above land surface, in mountainous regions and above inland waters. SRT combat readiness before start: 
Technical elements of the system
The information about any extraordinary condition of an aircraft is received from Currently there are three types of distress signal transmitters: a) PLB (Personal Locator Beacon) pilot's personal transmitter. It can be started manually or automatically, e.g. during ejection. It can be located even in pilot's watch. b) ELT (Emergency Locator Transmitter) is a kind of locator beacon which is mounted on aircrafts. Transmitters of this kind facilitate the localisation of an aircraft after a catastrophe. They shorten the time needed by SAR teams to find survivors and offer them help. Most often ELTs are located on the rear part of a plane (e.g. on a tail boom) and can be started automatically, by the pilot or when the aircraft hits ground or water. c) EPIRB (Emergency Position-Indicating Radio Beacon) is a kind of radio beacon which indicates the position in emergency situations, in Polish it is also colloquially called "radiopława". It is mounted on watercrafts. This kind of equipment can be started manually or automatically every time it is flooded or during a shock when it remains on the surface of water by itself or with the help of special floating devices. Photo 2. Three types of the described devices emitting rescue signals and pilot's watch emitting signals used in the ASAR system Source: Author's collections
The space system is composed of satellites moving on polar orbits to ensure global coverage. The COSPAS/SARSAT system satellites is composed of: -This copy is for personal use only -distribution prohibited.
-System operation starts with switching on a rescue transmitter. To prevent hoax alarms, when a transmitter is on it emits an acoustic beacon allowing some time for switching off (2 -10 minutes depending on the type and place of installation). After this time it activates and sends a distress signal to COSPAS/SARSAT satellites. Radio signals are received by appropriately equipped Low Earth Orbiting Satellites (LEOSAR) moving on polar orbits. The signal received by a satellite is transmitted to a receiver at the so called Local User Terminals (LUT) where it is processed to locate signal transmitters. The information about a catastrophe and the geographic coordinates of the location of the distress signal are transmitted to the Rescue Coordination Centre (RCC) or other appropriate search and rescue service to start a SAR action. The coordinates of signal are determined on the basis of satellite measurements based on the Doppler effect of frequency change of a signal received from rescue transmitters.
Since 2009 a digital frequency of 406 MHz has been used instead of a previously used frequency of 121.5 MHz. This new signal is stronger and has a global reach. With the use of the equipment emitting this signal, it is possible to position the transmitter in increments of 100 m. The alarm time is reduced to 5 minutes and 1 satellite is sufficient for positioning.
CONCLUSIONS
The ASAR service as well as its satellite and aviation part conducts tasks related to air rescue properly. In 2014, regardless of transmitter protective devices, about 200 rescue signal emission were reported in FIR Warsaw, more than ten of them were related to actual aviation incidents starting the system. The other emissions were caused by accidental rescue radio station switching caused by human errors. However, in each case the system worked perfectly informing about an emission.
Currently the technical condition of some rescue helicopters is not perfect, however, soon there is going to attender offer for a utility helicopter, which will solve this problem in the next few years.
There are also plans to reorganise the system because pursuant to the Aviation Law Act the system should be a civilian-military organisation 8 . This is why the Ministry of Transport is working on setting up such a system on the basis of the elements of the Polish Air Navigation Services Agency, OKPiRL and the Centre for Maritime and Aviation Rescue. Its new ordinance, due to its significance, when it is implemented will be located between the Aviation Law Act and the Aviation Rescue Instruction and will signify the new quality of the system. -This copy is for personal use only -distribution prohibited.
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